POLICIES FOR RENTAL DVDs AND VIDEO GAMES

RENTAL DVDs

$1.00 rental per day each day the library is open.

Limit 5 per card.

DVDs circulate only on adult library cards.

The DVD must be paid for when it is returned.

The DVDs in this collection are not reservable.

This collection is also available to reciprocal borrowing library cardholders. All rental DVDs must be returned to the North Brunswick Library.

This collection is a service of the Friends of the North Brunswick Library. Materials are selected, purchased, and processed by the Library staff. The DVDs are paid for by the Friends of the Library. All proceeds from the collection goes to the Friends.

VIDEOGAMES

The Library will purchase videogames rated by the ESRB in the categories of Early Childhood, Everyone, Everyone 10+, Teen and Mature. The seed money for this collection was provided by the Friends of the Library but all overdue fees will go to the library budget.

Limit 2 per adult card.

One week circulation period, no renewals.

$1.00 a day if returned overdue. Maximum fine is $5.00

This collection is available to reciprocal borrowing library cardholders but the games must be returned to the North Brunswick Library.

Reserves can be placed on these materials only by North Brunswick Library cardholders.

The cost of the game will be charged if it is returned damaged.
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